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By signing, the submitter acknowledges the following: that the submitted Colloquium Paper details a work subject to mentorship or jury by University of Louisville faculty and/or a professional in the field of study, that this submission is a fully original work of the submitter, any potential prior-publication herein is acceptable by the submitter and/or mentor, may be subject to minor editorial revision, that the paper serves as a submission to present at The Grawemeyer Colloquium, may be considered as a ‘developmental’ if the submission details a work that will be continued, and that this submission may be published in The Grawemeyer Colloquium Papers under non-exclusive copyright license held with University of Louisville Institutional Repository with the submitter as primary author of this colloquium paper.

If electing or responding to a request to sign, the mentor acknowledges themselves as said mentor or juror over the work described in the colloquium paper submission, that the submitter is publishing their paper in The Grawemeyer Colloquium Papers under non-exclusive copyright license held with University of Louisville Institutional Repository, and that the mentor may be acknowledged as such by the Grawemeyer Colloquium.

Further, it is acknowledged by signing parties that any typed virtual signature bears full weight of a standard and legal written signature. It is further noted that only a submitter signature is required since the paper itself is and must be an original work, and ideally describes the specific work of the author. However, if any mentor has concern regarding paper submissions, please contact The Grawemeyer Scholars Association, or directly contact Dwayne K. Buttler, J.D., University of Louisville Evelyn J. Schneider Endowed Chair for Scholarly Communication. Only as a last resort the editorial board and library staff may discuss possibilities for internal colloquium publication in rare cases, as these do not readily promote the philosophy of both protection of integrity of ideas & open-access to those ideas promoted by ThinkIR and The Grawemeyer Scholars Association. The author acknowledges full responsibility if proprietary information is disclosed, and responsibility to follow the guidelines above. It is acknowledged that all reviews will be conducted without disclosure of information outside the submitter and editorial board until publication. The editorial board may redact information from a submission if privacy concerns are apparent and work with the author for an alternative. For further questions regarding policies, or best authorship practices, visit ThinkIR online.
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